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This Audit Risk Alert is intended to provide auditors of financial
statements of broker-dealers in securities with an overview of recent
economic, industry, regulatory, and professional developments that
may affect the audits they perform. Because securities broker-dealers
often deal in commodity futures or function as commodity pool
operators, this Audit Risk Alert expands the discussions of recent
developments to include matters that may affect the audits of com-
modity entities as well. This document has not been approved,
disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by any senior technical com-
mittee of the AICPA. 
The AICPA staff is grateful to Richard C. Flowers and the com-
modity futures regulatory staff for their assistance and contributions
to this Audit Risk Alert.
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How This Alert Helps You
This Audit Risk Alert helps you plan and perform the audits of
your securities industry clients. The knowledge delivered by this
Alert assists you in achieving a more robust understanding of the
business and economic environment your clients operate in. This
Alert is an important tool in helping you identify the significant
business risks that may result in the material misstatement of
your client’s financial statements. Moreover, this Alert delivers in-
formation about emerging practice issues, and information about
current accounting, auditing, and regulatory developments.
If you understand what is happening in the securities industry
and you can interpret and add value to that information, you will
be able to offer valuable service and advice to your clients. This
Alert assists you in making considerable strides in gaining that in-
dustry knowledge and understanding it.
This Alert is intended to be used in conjunction with the AICPA
general Audit Risk Alert—2001/02 (product no. 022280kk). 
Economic and Industry Developments
What are the industry and economic conditions facing broker-dealers
and commodity entities in the current year?
The Weakened Economy
Through the first three quarters of 2001, the downward slide of the
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) and the National Association
of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ) compos-
ite that began in 2000 continued, including steep declines follow-
ing the events of September 11. The DJIA ended the third quarter
of 2001 below 9000, and the NASDAQ ended below 1500.
Through the first six weeks of the fourth quarter, both the DJIA and
NASDAQ regained the losses experienced after the markets re-
opened on September 18. The Federal Reserve Board cut the federal
funds rate on separate occasions during the past year to 1.75 percent,
bringing it to its lowest level in about 40 years. Corporate earnings
reports through the first three quarters of 2001 were weak in many
sectors. Consumer confidence also showed signs of weakening. The
unemployment rate is expected to surpass 6 percent by the end of
2001, up from 4.9 percent in August and 3.9 percent last fall. 
Nascent signs of economic recovery are appearing however. Many
economists expect the business environment to turn around during
the beginning of 2002. For a thorough discussion of the economic
and business environment, see the AICPA general Audit Risk Alert
2001/02.
Even before the terrorist attacks, securities firms were experiencing fi-
nancial difficulty. With a declining stock market and business dwin-
dling in such profitable areas as underwriting initial public stock
offerings and mergers and acquisitions, investment bank earnings for
the first two quarters of 2001 were significantly lower than last year.
Some analysts hoped that the situation would improve in the fourth
quarter. But those hopes were dimmed on September 11.
September 11 Impact
When terrorists attacked the World Trade Center, they did much
more than kill innocent people and destroy the buildings. They de-
stroyed the symbol of financial prosperity, the symbol of capitalism
itself. Since a number of investment banks and brokerage houses
were located in the World Trade Center or very close to it, the se-
curities industry was hit hard by the attack. The industry that relies
heavily on personal relationships lost a number of professionals
who will be hard to replace. Costs associated with the attacks are
going to be enormous. Securities firms incurred significant ex-
penses related to relocating from their damaged or destroyed offices
and rebuilding computer systems. While those expenses should be
covered by “business interruption” insurance, trading losses will
have to be absorbed by the firms. Analysts estimate that the four-
day trading halt due to the attacks will cost from 1 percent to 2 per-
cent of brokerage firms’ quarterly net revenue. In addition to that,
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place, such as installing mail censors, securing ventilation systems,
and using bomb-sniffing dogs. Those initiatives do not come
cheap: analysts estimate that the cost of added security at invest-
ment banks could lead to a 1 percent reduction in return on equity.
Therefore, it was no surprise when securities firms announced that
their third-quarter earnings declined significantly from year-earlier
levels, for some of them by more than 50 percent.
As you prepare to conduct audits of firms affected by the events
centered on the terrorist attacks, you need to realize that your
clients may be working in a new business environment. You must
gain an understanding of this new environment in order to ade-
quately plan and perform the audit. Although in certain instances
the implications to the client’s business environment may be tem-
porary, auditors also need to consider the potential for any on-
going, longer-lasting implications.
In addition to the obvious economic implications, a number of ac-
counting and auditing issues are raised as a result of the September
11 terrorist attacks and related subsequent events. These issues affect
those businesses and auditors directly affected by the attacks and
those businesses and auditors who were not directly affected, but
whose clients, vendors, suppliers, and others were directly affected. 
Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) Issue No. 01-10, Accounting
for the Impact of the September 11, 2001 Terrorist Acts, addresses the
proper accounting treatment for matters related to the terrorist at-
tacks. EITF Issue No. 01-10 states that the economic effects of the
events were so extensive and pervasive that it would be impossible
to capture them in any one financial statement line item and de-
cided against extraordinary treatment for any of the costs attribut-
able to the terrorist attacks. 
Responding to inquiries from accounting firms and registrants, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued Interpretive
Release No. IC-25157, Bookkeeping Services Provided by Auditors to
Audit Clients in Emergency or Other Unusual Situations (effective
date: September 14, 2001), which states that accounting firms may
assist clients that had offices in and around the World Trade Center
by participating in the recovery process to facilitate a timely, effec-
tive, and efficient revitalization of their audit client’s records and
systems that were destroyed in the events of September 11, 2001,
without impairing the auditor’s independence from those clients.
Also, for the first time the SEC used its emergency powers under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to ease certain regulatory re-
strictions temporarily. (See Release No. IC-25156, Order Under
Sections 6(c), 17(d), and 38(a) of the Investment Company Act of
1940 Granting Exemptions from Certain Provisions Under the Act
and Certain Rules Thereunder, and Release No. IC-25165, Order
Extending Prior Order Under Sections 6(c), 17(b) and 38(a) of the
Investment Company Act of 1940 Granting Exemptions from Cer-
tain Provisions Under the Act and Certain Rules Thereunder).
Copies of the SEC orders and interpretive releases are available
on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov, along with information on
additional SEC actions taken on September 21, 2001.
A thorough discussion of the ability of auditors to assist their
clients in recovering accounting records, obtaining audit evidence,
considering the risk of fraud, and other audit-related matters is of-
fered at www.cpa2biz.com. In addition, www.cpa2biz.com offers
extensive guidance on accounting, independence, tax, technology,
and regulatory considerations. 
See the AICPA general Audit Risk Alert—2001/02 for a detailed
discussion of how the September 11 attacks may affect the busi-
ness environment, your clients, and the planning of your audits.
The general Alert also discusses specific accounting matters re-
lated to the September 11 attacks. 
Increased Competition
Commercial banks are providing increased competition to the se-
curities industry. The biggest threat comes from megabanks which
hope to lure customers away from traditional brokerages and in-
vestment banks by offering them all kinds of financial services
under one roof. To compete, investment banks offer various types
of financing to their clients, including credit lines, to ensure that the
clients are not going to walk away and take the investment banking
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cheap deposits and are required to value their loans each day at
market prices, which forces them to recognize unrealized losses on
their positions. In today’s environment, where the investment
banking business is all about scale, balance sheet size, and liquid-
ity, one might expect to see a number of mergers and acquisitions
in the securities industry. Weak players are likely to be acquired
while strong players might team up with each other or commercial
banks to create balance sheets that would rival those of megabanks.
The “Business Combinations” section of this Alert discusses points
you will need to consider as an auditor of a company that is in-
volved in these complex transactions. 
Possible Restructurings and Audit Issues
In light of the adverse conditions experienced by the securities in-
dustry this year, some securities firms may decide to restructure
their business by retreating from one or several business lines while
trying to strengthen the remaining operations. Entities undergoing
restructurings and incurring related charges may be more inclined
to record excessive liabilities and charges during periods of plung-
ing earnings and business decline. While things are going poorly
for everyone, and while the markets expect an entity to perform
poorly, an entity could decide to take a big bath, clear the decks,
clean the balance sheet, and throw as much as possible into its re-
structuring charges. This practice can help entities reduce expenses
and enhance earnings in the future. As an auditor, you may need to
determine whether accruals related to restructuring are reasonable
and not excessive. In addition, you may need to be especially care-
ful when auditing balances and transactions based on estimates de-
veloped by management. Refer to the general Audit Risk Alert
2001/02 (product no. 022280kk) for a thorough discussion of the
accounting and auditing issues involved in restructurings.
Layoffs
The securities industry had to deal this year with both the economic
decline and the impact of September 11. As a result, most securities
firms had to start cutting their costs to improve their profitability.
Big payrolls, which represent the largest expense for the securities
industry, were a number one target. Since 1992, the number of jobs
in the securities industry increased by 72 percent to approximately
770,000 jobs. In the past two years alone more than 150,000 jobs
have been added. Analysts estimate that 15 percent of those jobs
could be lost by the end of 2001. 
Significant layoffs can have a serious effect on an entity’s internal
control and financial reporting and accounting systems. For in-
stance, employees who remain at the company may feel over-
whelmed by their workloads, feel pressure to complete their tasks
with little or no time to consider their decisions, and may be per-
forming too many tasks and functions. The auditor may need to
consider whether these situations exist and what their effect is on in-
ternal control. Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 55,
Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial Statement Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 319), as amended,
provides guidance on the auditor’s consideration of an entity’s inter-
nal control in an audit of financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS).
Additionally, the auditor may need to consider the possible effects
that key unfilled positions can have on internal control. Entities
that have had strong financial reporting and accounting controls
could see those controls deteriorate due to the lack of employees.
Layoffs can also create additional exposure to possible internal
fraudulent activities (for example, when an employee performs a
job function that otherwise would be segregated). SAS No. 82,
Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Pro-
fessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 316), provides guidance to audi-
tors in fulfilling their responsibility to plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial state-
ments are free of material misstatement caused by fraud.
You may want to consider these issues in planning and perform-
ing the audit and in assessing control risk. Remember that gaps in
key positions may represent reportable conditions that should be
communicated to management and the audit committee in ac-
cordance with SAS No. 60, Communication of Internal Control
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Related Matters Noted in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 325). 
Decimalization
As of April 9, 2001, all U.S. stocks are priced and traded in deci-
mals (dollars and cents) rather than fractions (8ths and 16ths of a
dollar). That changed the tradition that went back to the estab-
lishment of the U.S. markets in the 1700s. The transition went
smoothly and did not result in any significant systems or capacity
problems. The goal of the decimalization project was to help in-
dividual investors compete with professionals in the marketplace
by simplifying the pricing system and reducing trading costs.
Decimalization is also expected to make U.S. markets more com-
petitive internationally since most of the world trades its stocks in
decimals as well.
The decimalization project met significant resistance from the se-
curities companies due to its negative impact on their profits.
Trading firms used to rely heavily on the spreads—that is, the dif-
ference between buying and selling prices—as a source of their
revenues. They made money by trading stocks on a net basis and
keeping a portion of the spread as a fee for executing transactions.
Decimalization resulted in a significant decline in spreads. Before
the conversion to decimals, most of the trades involved a mini-
mum spread of 6.25 cents, or 1/16 of a dollar, approximately half
of which was kept by the traders as a fee. But with the introduction
of decimals, spreads decreased to 3 cents or less, thus reducing
trader’s fees in half, or in some cases, eliminating them completely.
And although the difference seems to be insignificant, it may result
in billions of dollars of lost revenues for trading firms. To compen-
sate for this loss of income, trading companies have been exploring
the possibility of switching from the traditional payment system to
a commission system, in which the traders and their customers
agree to a set fee. The SEC encourages this move since clearly dis-
closed commissions will provide investors with a better idea of true
trading costs.
Narrowed spreads had an indirect effect on retail brokerage firms
by significantly reducing the practice of payment for order flow—
the system by which trading firms pay fees to retail brokers in ex-
change for receiving orders to be executed. Trading firms simply
cannot afford to pay brokerage firms from the spreads as low as 3
cents or less if they want to remain profitable. This change may ini-
tially benefit trading firms by reducing their costs but it may also
hurt them if retail firms lose their incentive to provide the order
flow. The latter scenario might have a significant negative effect on
trading firms, especially when the stock market is declining. Once
the markets rally again, trading volumes should increase, leading to
an increase in order flow and in commissions. However, discount
brokerages that rely heavily on those payments for revenues might
have to find new ways to make money to succeed in this highly
competitive environment.
In light of the changes brought about by decimalization, auditors
of the securities companies should be especially vigilant this year
with respect to fraud. SAS No. 82 suggests, among other matters, a
number of fraud risk factors relating to misstatements arising from
fraudulent financial reporting. Some of these factors may be partic-
ularly relevant to securities firms. These fraud risk factors may in-
clude new regulatory requirements that could impair the financial
profitability of the entity (such as decimalization), high degree of
competition accompanied by declining markets, and rapid changes
in the industry.
Many of the problems experienced by the securities industry due to
decimalization are likely to be compounded by the practice of trad-
ing in subpenny increments. Even in a fraction environment, it was
a common practice to trade securities in increments smaller than
the public quote. This practice has continued into the decimal en-
vironment, with approximately 4 percent to 6 percent of trades in
NASDAQ securities priced in subpenny increments even though
the quotations for these securities are at a penny increment. In July
2001 the SEC issued Concept Release Request for Comment on
the Effect of Decimal Trading in Subpennies, seeking comment on
the impact on markets and investor protection of trading and po-
tentially quoting securities in an increment of less than a penny.
Even though the conversion to decimals was finally completed this
year, it is important to realize that problems surrounding this issue
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are far from being resolved. As an auditor of a security firm you
should keep abreast of the regulatory developments in this area since
they can have a serious impact on the operations of your client.
Increase in Arbitrations and Litigation
This year the securities industry experienced a significant increase
in the number of arbitrations and litigations. The number of com-
plaints filed with the National Association of Securities Dealers
(NASD), which oversees 90 percent of arbitrations, increased by
24 percent. The main reasons for complaints are analysts failing to
disclose a conflict of interest and brokers exposing clients to un-
suitable risks, such as margin trading, excessive trading, or unau-
thorized trading. There is also no shortage of lawsuits. Six major
brokerage firms are facing one of the biggest class action suits
charging them with allegedly requiring analysts to issue positive
recommendations on Internet stocks in an effort to increase invest-
ment banking business while not disclosing this fact to the public.
In addition to that, there are more than a hundred class action suits
filed against investment banks alleging unfair allocation of initial
public offering shares and subsequent manipulation of stock prices.
The SEC, the U.S. Attorney’s Office in New York, and the NASD
are also investigating this last allegation. Legal proceedings are
hurting investment banks’ profitability by forcing them to pay sig-
nificant amounts of money in legal fees and settlements. 
Conflict of interest by research analysts is the area that has attracted
the most attention. Investors raised concerns about analysts’ inde-
pendence and objectivity under the arrangement that ties their
compensation to the performance of the investment banking divi-
sion. In June, the Securities Industry Association issued a new code
of conduct, which states, among other things, that analysts should
not report to investment banking, that their compensation should
not be directly linked to the performance of the investment bank-
ing unit, and that they should disclose whether they hold direct
ownership positions in the securities they cover. In July, the SEC is-
sued an investor alert educating investors about potential conflicts
of interest analysts may face and urging them not to rely solely on
analyst recommendations when making their investment decisions.
Congress has also held hearings on the connection between ana-
lysts’ recommendations and their compensation. Some securities
firms took voluntary steps to address the issue of conflict of inter-
est by prohibiting equity analysts from owning shares in the com-
panies they cover.
As an auditor of a securities firm, you need to consider the impact
of litigation on your client’s financial statements. See the “Litiga-
tions, Claims, and Assessments” section of this Alert for a further
discussion of this topic.
Technology and E-Business
This was a difficult year for online brokers. The declining stock
market discouraged small investors, which represent the majority
of Web brokers’ clientele, from trading. Average assets per account
as well as the number of trades per account continued to fall. Ac-
cording to analysts, Internet trading declined by more than 50 per-
cent in the first half of 2001, delivering the biggest blow ever to the
online brokers. Their revenues were hammered since most of them
are not diversified and rely heavily on trading commissions and in-
terest from margin loans as the main sources of their income. The
grim situation was further worsened by increased competition
from full-service brokerage firms that have incorporated online
trading into their operations. This year we saw a number of merg-
ers in the online brokerage sector. This trend is likely to continue as
strong players are trying to expand their customer base at the ex-
pense of the weak ones. Some analysts expect that the number of
online brokers in the U.S. will decline from approximately 140 to
less than a dozen. Auditors whose clients are involved in mergers
and acquisitions should ensure that their clients properly account
for those complex transactions. See the “Business Combinations”
section of this Alert for further discussion of this topic. 
In today’s market, online brokers experiencing recurring losses
might not be able to raise capital to fund their operations. Auditors
should consider whether clients that require additional funding in
the next 12 months to maintain operations have the ability to con-
tinue as a going concern. See the “Going-Concern Issues” section




Wireless trading was another source of disappointment for the se-
curities industry this year. A number of companies spent millions
of dollars to acquire and set up technology necessary to support
wireless trading. However, declining stock markets did little to en-
courage customers to execute more of their trades using wireless de-
vices. In the bearish markets, investors simply do not feel the need
to be connected all the time. Also, a number of people do not feel
comfortable conducting their trades over cell phones because they
fear getting disconnected before completing the transaction. Ac-
cording to analysts, the percentage of online trades executed using
wireless technology increased from 0.1 percent last year to less than
0.5 percent this year. However, securities firms are not about to
give up on wireless trading. On the contrary, they keep investing in
the technology necessary to support it in hopes that once the mar-
ket rebounds, wireless trading will reach new heights. According to
some estimates, by 2006 as much as 18 percent of online trading
revenue will be generated with the help of wireless technology.
Settlement Cycle
Several years ago the securities industry initiated efforts to address
compressing the settlement cycle on certain securities from trade
date plus three days (T+3) to trade date plus one day (T+1). Ini-
tially, the deadline for the completion of the industry’s conversion
from T+3 cycle to T+1 cycle was set for June 2004. However, in
October 2001 the Securities Industry Association (SIA) moved the
deadline to June 2005. According to the SIA, the new target date
means that securities firms must be ready by mid-2004 so that they
can participate in a full year of utilizing the new processing infra-
structure and industry testing as envisioned in the original plan.
For comprehensive discussions of the considerations unique to the
e-business environment the auditors should refer to Audit Risk
Alert E-Business Industry Developments—2001/02. 
Money Laundering 
After the events of September 11, government officials are increas-
ingly concerned about the vulnerability of the securities industry to
money laundering activities. According to a survey conducted earlier
this year by the General Accounting Office, only 17 percent of 3,015
brokerage firms and dealers had in place anti-money-laundering
measures that went beyond the minimum requirements. Law en-
forcement agencies are investigating short sales made before the at-
tacks, especially the ones involving stocks of the industries affected
the most—airlines and insurance companies. One of the goals of the
recently enacted antiterrorism law is to prevent terrorists from using
the U.S. financial system to legitimize and multiply their resources.
Under the new law, the securities firms will be required to establish
new anti-money-laundering programs. Among other things, the new
law will prohibit securities firms from setting up accounts for foreign
shell banks with no physical location and will require them to verify
the identities of their clients. Also, starting in June of 2002, the secu-
rities firms will have to file “Suspicious Activity Reports” for any un-
usual transaction. The “Money Laundering Activities” section of this
Alert provides an explanation of what money laundering is and how
it can affect your client as well as your audit.
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999
Broker-dealers, among other entities in the financial services indus-
try, will likely be assessing the implications of the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999 (the Act) on
their organizations. The Act, which became effective July 1, 2001,
among other matters, eliminated many of the existing barriers (no-
tably the Glass-Steagal Act) that prohibited affiliations among or-
ganizations in the financial services industry, such as securities
firms, banks, and insurance companies. The Act provided for a fi-
nancial holding company structure (with the Fed serving as an um-
brella regulator). The Act also eliminated the blanket exemption
for banks from the definitions of broker and dealer in the Securities
Act of 1933 and replaced it with a series of targeted exceptions for
certain bank securities activities. If banks meet the conditions for
relying on the various exceptions, they can engage in the activities
without registering as brokers and dealers. 
The Act may provide opportunities as well as challenges for bro-
ker-dealers. For example, to the extent that this legislation allows
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financial institutions to enter into new lines of business and affiliate
with banks or insurance companies, there may also be additional
challenges from an increase in competition from other financial
services organizations that are similarly expanding their product
lines. Auditors should be alert for any changes in the broker-dealer’s
business, including its products and services, related parties, and
changes to applicable regulations that may follow in the wake of
the Act. 
The Act also requires that financial institutions must provide their
customers with a notice of their privacy policies and practices. The
Act restricts the disclosure of nonpublic customer information by
financial institutions. All financial institutions must provide cus-
tomers the opportunity to “opt out” of the sharing of the cus-
tomers’ nonpublic information with unaffiliated third parties. See
the “Reminder About Privacy Regulations and Safeguarding Infor-
mation” section of this Alert for a further discussion of this topic.
The Commodities Industry
The volume of futures and options contracts traded bears directly
on revenues of commodity brokers. Despite the events of Septem-
ber 11, 2001, the number of contracts traded on U.S. markets was
16 percent greater for the first nine months of 2001 as compared to
the same period in 2000. Non-U.S. market volume was up 54 per-
cent in 2001 over the corresponding period in 2000. 
During the past year most major commodities exchanges put in
place the mechanisms needed to convert from membership-owned
organizations to for-profit public companies, although, as of this
writing, none have sold shares to the public. Given the current state
of the economy and the uncertainty engendered by the attacks of
September 11, 2001, the timeline for conversion to public owner-
ship likely has been lengthened. 
Traditional outcry trading on commodity exchange floors contin-
ues to be challenged by electronic trading platforms. It remains to
be seen how these developments will affect the value of exchange
memberships and customers served by those exchanges. For a dis-
cussion of the audit implications related to the value of exchange
memberships, see the “Value of Commodity Exchange Member-
ships” section of this Alert.
The most significant regulatory development was the adoption, in
December 2000, of a new regulatory framework by the Commod-
ity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The new framework
replaces “one size fits all” regulations with broad flexible core prin-
ciples. For a discussion of new rules implementing that framework
see the “Commodity Futures Trading Commission Regulations”
section of this Alert. Further details on the new regulatory frame-
work are available at the CFTC Web site, www.cftc.gov. 
The economic viability of financial institutions offering limited
products continues to be eroded by accelerating competitive pres-
sures. Additionally, the increasing complexity of financial prod-
ucts and operations that cross regulatory lines, such as security
futures contracts, further blur the lines of demarcation between
securities and commodities entities. The trend toward cross-in-
dustry operations has been encouraged by regulatory actions,
such as repeal of the Glass-Steagal Act and cancellation of the
1983 Shad-Johnson Accord between the SEC and the CFTC,
now permitting single-stock futures trading. 
The CFTC recognized a joint venture futures exchange, OneChicago
LLC (formed by the Chicago Board Options Exchange, the Chicago
Board of Trade, and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange), for trading
futures contracts on single-stocks and narrow-based securities indexes. 
More and more, broker-dealers function in areas that are subject to
regulation by the CFTC. They may deal in commodity futures and
options on futures contracts, or advise and operate entities (such as
commodity pools) that do so. To conduct such activities, they must
register with the CFTC as futures commission merchants (FCMs),
introducing brokers (IBs), commodity pool operators (CPOs), or
commodity trading advisers (CTAs), depending on the nature of
their activities and operations involving futures and options on fu-
tures. The new regulatory framework for the CFTC provides an ex-
pedited procedure for such registration. For further information
see “Implementing the Commodity Futures Modernization Act…
Expedited registration of broker-dealers as FCMs or IBs” in the
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“Commodity Futures Trading Commission Regulations” section of
this Alert. 
Regulatory Issues and Developments1
What are some of the recent regulatory developments affecting 
broker-dealers?
Chapter 5, “Auditing Considerations,” of the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securities discusses audit-
ing considerations for an audit of the financial statements of a bro-
ker-dealer. The Guide notes that the regulatory environment of a
broker-dealer has a major effect on the audit of a broker-dealer be-
cause of the requirements that auditors report on the adequacy of
the broker-dealer’s internal control and on its compliance with the
specific rules addressing financial responsibility and recordkeeping.
Accordingly, certain tests of controls are performed even if the au-
ditor might not otherwise do so.
The audit and reporting requirements for securities broker-dealers
are regulated by Rule 17a-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 (Exchange Act). An alternative regulatory framework has been
created for over-the-counter derivatives dealers that establishes a
special class of broker-dealers who may choose to register with the
SEC under a limited regulatory structure. Registered broker-dealers
in U.S. government securities are regulated by Section 405.02 of the
regulations pursuant to Section 15C of the Exchange Act.
Qualifications and reports of independent accountants of com-
modity entities are specified by Regulation 1.16 of the Commodity
Exchange Act (CEA).
1. Readers should be alert for updates, amendments, or other changes to the rules dis-
cussed in this section of the Audit Risk Alert and other recent developments related to
regulatory activities. The brief summaries provided in this section of the Alert are for in-
formational purposes only. Readers should refer to the full text of the regulations. The
complete text of Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) final rules, including rules
adopted subsequent to the writing of this Alert, can be obtained from the SEC Web site
at www.sec.gov. The complete text of Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) final rules, including rules adopted subsequent to the writing of this Alert, can
be obtained from the CFTC Web site at www.cftc.gov. See the “Information Sources”
section of this Alert for a list of Internet resources, including some Web sites that can
provide additional information on regulatory issues and developments.
Before undertaking the audit of a regulated entity, auditors should
read the applicable rules and understand the prescribed scope of
the audit and the related reporting requirements.
SEC Regulations
What are some of the final rules issued during the past year by the SEC
that may affect broker-dealers? 
The following is a summary of some of the rules that the SEC is-
sued during 2001.
• Integration of abandoned offerings. In January 2001, the SEC
adopted new Rule 155 under the Securities Act of 1933 (Se-
curities Act) to provide safe harbors for a registered offering
following an abandoned private offering, or a private offer-
ing following an abandoned registered offering, without in-
tegrating the registered and private offerings in either case.
To facilitate reliance on the public-to-private safe harbor, the
SEC amended Securities Act Rule 477 to provide automatic
effectiveness for any application to withdraw an entire regis-
tration statement before it becomes effective unless the SEC
objects within 15 days after the issuer files that application.
The SEC amended Rules 429 and 457 to move provisions
addressing the offset of filing fees to Rule 457. Rule 457 was
also amended to permit filing fees to be offset from with-
drawn registration statements and to provide other technical
changes to the calculation of filing fees. Effective date:
March 31, 2001.
• Adjustments to civil monetary penalty amounts. In January
2001, the SEC adopted a final rule that implements the
Federal Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Act of 1990, as
amended by the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996,
which requires that the SEC adopt a regulation adjusting for
inflation the maximum amount of civil monetary penalties
under the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, the Investment
Company Act of 1940, and the Investment Advisers Act of
1940. Effective date: February 2, 2001.
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• Recordkeeping requirements for transfer agents. In April 2001,
the SEC amended its transfer agent record retention rule,
Rule 17Ad-7, under the Exchange Act. The amendments will
allow registered transfer agents to use electronic, microfilm,
and microfiche records maintenance systems to preserve
records that they are required to retain under Rule 17Ad-6.
The new requirements apply only to those registered trans-
fer agents that elect to store their records using these meth-
ods. Effective date: May 31, 2001.
• Definition of terms in and specific exemptions for banks, savings
associations, and savings banks under Sections 3(a)(4) and
3(a)(5) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. In May 2001,
the SEC adopted, as interim final rules, new Rules 3a4-2,
3a4-3, 3a4-4, 3a4-5, 3a4-6, 3a5-1, 3b-17, 3b-18, 15a-7,
15a-8, and 15a-9 under the Exchange Act, and amended
Rule 30-3 of the SEC’s Rules of Organization and Program
Management. These new rules clarify the terms of the func-
tional exceptions for banks from the definitions of “broker”
and “dealer” and provide additional exemptions, which will
aid banks in complying with the provisions of the Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act. Effective date: May 11, 2001.
• International disclosure standards; correction. In June 2001,
the SEC adopted technical amendments to final rules adopted
in Release No. 33-7745. The rules relate to the international
disclosure standards on Form 20-F under the Exchange Act
and registration statements on Form F-2 and F-3 under
the Securities Act. Effective date: Date of publication in the
Federal Register.
• Electronic submission of securities transaction information by
exchange members, brokers, and dealers. In June 2001, the SEC
adopted Rule 17a-25 under Section 17 of the Exchange Act,
to require brokers and dealers to submit electronically to the
SEC, upon request, information on customer and firm secu-
rities trading. Effective date: 30 days after publication in the
Federal Register, except Section 240.17a-25(b) which is effec-
tive 180 days after publication.
• Registration of national securities exchanges pursuant to Section
6(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and proposed rule
changes of certain national securities exchanges and limited
purpose national securities associations. In August 2001, the
SEC adopted Rule 6a-4 under the Exchange Act and regis-
tration Form 1-N prescribing the requirements for desig-
nated contract markets and derivative transaction execution
facilities to register as national securities exchanges pursuant
to Section 6(g)(1) of the Exchange Act to trade security fu-
tures products. The SEC also adopted conforming amend-
ments to Rules 6a-2 and 6a-3 under the Exchange Act and
Rule 202.3 of the SEC’s procedural rules. In addition, the
SEC adopted Rule 19b-7, Form 19b-7, and amendments
to Rule 19b-4 and Form 19b-4 to accommodate proposed
rule changes submitted by national securities exchanges
registered pursuant to Section 6(g) of the Exchange Act
and limited purpose national securities associations regis-
tered pursuant to Section 15A(k) of the Exchange Act. Ef-
fective date: August 20, 2001.
• Method for determining market capitalization and dollar value
of average daily trading volume; application of the definition of
narrow-based security index. In August 2001, the CFTC and
the SEC adopted joint final rules to implement new statu-
tory provisions enacted by the Commodity Futures Mod-
ernization Act of 2000. See Release No. 34-44724. Effective
date: August 21, 2001.
• Registration of broker-dealers pursuant to Section 15(b)(11) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. In August 2001, the SEC
adopted rules to implement certain provisions of the Com-
modity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 (CFMA). First
the SEC amended its broker-dealer registration require-
ments and adopted a new form to implement Section 203 of
the CFMA. Second, the SEC adopted an exemption from
registration under Section 15(a) of the Exchange Act. Third,
the SEC adopted amendments to Regulation S-P, which was
implemented under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. Effective
date: date of publication in the Federal Register. 
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• Books and records requirements for brokers and dealers under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. In October 2001, the
SEC adopted amendments to its broker-dealer books and
records rules. The amendments clarify and expand record-
keeping requirements with respect to purchase and sale doc-
uments, customer records, associated person records,
customer complaints, and certain other matters. In addition,
the amendments expand the types of records that broker-
dealers must maintain and require broker-dealers to main-
tain or promptly produce certain records at each office to
which those records relate. Effective date: May 2, 2003.
• Adoption of updated EDGAR Filer Manual. The SEC adopted
revisions to the Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Re-
trieval (EDGAR) Filer Manual. See Release Nos. 33-7933,
33-7999, and 34-44834. 
• Delegation of authority to the director of the Division of Market
Regulation. The SEC issued several final rules in 2001, amend-
ing its rules delegating authority to the Director of the Divi-
sion of Market Regulation. See Release Nos. 34-44691,
34-44626, 34-44397, 34-44079, and 34-43985.
In addition, final rules that the SEC issued in 2000 since the writ-
ing of last year’s Audit Risk Alert include the following:
• Amendments to Rule 9b-1 under the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 relating to the options disclosure document. In October
2000, the SEC adopted amendments to Rule 9b-1 which
governs the filing and dissemination of, and the information
to be included in, an options disclosure document. The
amendments are adopted to make technical and clarifying
changes to the rule to better reflect the disclosure require-
ments regarding standardized options. Effective date: 30
days after publication in the Federal Register.
• Delivery of proxy statements and information statements to
households. In October 2000, the SEC adopted amendments
to Rule 154 under the Securities Act, and Rules 14a-2, 14a-3,
14a-7, 14b-1, 14b-2, 14c-3, and schedules 14A and 14C
under the Exchange Act. The amendments permit companies
and intermediaries to satisfy the delivery requirements for
proxy statements and information statements with respect to
two or more security holders sharing the same address by deliv-
ering a single proxy statement or information statement to
those security holders; modify the rules for householding an-
nual reports; and permit householding of proxy statements
combined with prospectuses. Effective date: December 4,
2000, the date on which companies can rely on these rules to
begin householding. Companies were permitted to solicit con-
sents to householding prior to the effective date of these rules.
• Disclosure of order execution and routing practices. In Novem-
ber 2000, the SEC adopted two rules to improve public dis-
closure of order execution and routing practices. Under Rule
11Ac1-5, market centers that trade national market system
securities are required to make available to the public
monthly electronic reports that include uniform statistical
measures of execution quality. Under Rule 11Ac1-6, broker-
dealers that route customer orders in equity and option se-
curities are required to make publicly available quarterly
reports that, among other things, identify the venues to
which customer orders are routed for execution. In addition,
broker-dealers are required to disclose to customers, on
request, the venues to which their individual orders were
routed. Effective date: January 30, 2001. Section V in Re-
lease No. 34-43590 contains compliance date information.
In March 2001, the SEC extended the compliance date for
the first phase-in of securities subject to Rule 11Ac1-5 from
April 2, 2001, to May 1, 2001.
• Firm quote and trade-through disclosure rules for options. In
November 2000, the SEC adopted an amendment to Rule
11Ac1-1 under the Exchange Act to require options ex-
changes and options market makers to publish firm quotes.
The SEC also adopted new Rule 11Ac1-7 under the Ex-
change Act to require a broker-dealer to disclose to its cus-
tomer when its customer’s order for listed options is executed
at a price inferior to a better published quote and what that
better quote was, unless the transaction was effected on a
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market that is a participant in an intermarket options link-
age plan approved by the SEC. Effective date: February 1,
2001. In March 2001, the SEC extended the compliance
date for Rule 11Ac1-7 from April 1, 2001, to October 1,
2001. In September 2001, the SEC further extended the
compliance date from October 1, 2001, to April 1, 2002.
• Adoption of amendments to national market system plan. In No-
vember 2000, the SEC adopted amendments to the Options
Price Reporting Authority (OPRA) Plan for Reporting of
Consolidated Options Last Sale Reports and Quotation Infor-
mation. The amendments establish a formula, as a short-term
solution to OPRA capacity shortages, to allocate the message
capacity of the OPRA system among the participant exchanges
during peak usage periods. Effective date: January 2, 2001. 
• Regulation of alternative trading systems; extension of temporary
stay of effectiveness. In December 2000, the SEC extended
the stay of effectiveness of Rules 301(b)(5)(D) and (E) and
301(b)(6)(i)(D) and (E) until December 1, 2001. These pro-
visions relate to alternative trading systems that trade certain
categories of debt securities.
Other Recent SEC Developments
The following is a brief discussion of some other SEC developments
that might be of interest to the auditors of securities firms.
SEC Interpretive Release, Commission Guidance to 
Broker-Dealers on the Use of Electronic Storage Media
under the Electronic Signatures in Global and National 
Commerce Act of 2000 with Respect to Rule 17a-4(f)2
In June 2001, the SEC issued the Interpretive Release Commission
Guidance to Broker-Dealers on the Use of Electronic Storage Media
2. The SEC from time to time will provide guidance relating to topics of general inter-
est to the business and investment communities by issuing an “interpretive release,”
in which it publishes its views on the subject matter and interprets the federal securi-
ties laws and its own regulations. The SEC Interpretive Release Commission Guid-
ance to Broker-Dealers on the Use of Electronic Storage Media under the Electronic
Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000 with Respect to Rule 17a-4(f )
is available on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov.
under the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act
of 2000 with Respect to Rule 17a-4(f), providing guidance on the op-
eration of its rule permitting electronic storage of broker-dealer
records in light of the recently enacted Electronic Signatures in
Global and National Commerce Act of 2000. In particular, this
interpretation explains how the electronic storage requirements
of Rule 17a-4(f ) under the Exchange Act meet, and are consistent
with, the requirements of the Electronic Signatures in Global and
National Commerce Act. The effective date is date of publication
in the Federal Register. 
SEC Special Studies
Payment for Order Flow and Internalization in the Options Markets.
In December 2000, the SEC staff released a special study, Payment
for Order Flow and Internalization in the Options Markets. The SEC
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations examined the
various payment for order flow and internalization arrangements
and analyzed the market quality reviews and order routing practices
of 24 order routing firms over the 14-month period from August
1999 to October 2000. The report describes current payment for
order flow and internalization practices and outlines how the prac-
tices of payment for order flow and internalization have affected
order routing decisions and the execution quality of customer op-
tions orders. The SEC expects that this report will be helpful in de-
termining whether regulatory action is needed to strengthen price
competition and order interaction in the options markets.
Examinations of Broker-Dealers Offering Online Trading: Summary
of Findings and Recommendations. In January 2001, the SEC staff
released a special study, Examinations of Broker-Dealers Offering
Online Trading: Summary of Findings and Recommendations. The
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations undertook a
review of broker-dealers offering online trading in light of the
phenomenal increase in online trading in recent years. The report
describes the general findings and observations from the exami-
nations in areas such as disclosure and investor education, adver-
tising, best execution, operational capability, security measures,
and employee supervision. The examinations revealed examples of
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sound practices as well as areas where some broker-dealers can en-
hance their practices.
The text of these and other SEC staff special studies are available
on the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov. 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Regulations
What are some of the rules, proposed rules, and final rules issued by the
CFTC during 2001?
The following is a summary of some of the rules proposed and is-
sued by the CFTC during 2001.
Implementing the Commodity Futures Modernization Act. In De-
cember 2000, Congress adopted the Commodity Futures Modern-
ization Act (the Act). The Act created a flexible structure for
regulation of futures trading, codified an agreement between the
CFTC and the SEC repealing the ban on trading single-stock fu-
tures, and provided legal certainty for over-the-counter derivatives
markets. Significant rule-making efforts were undertaken during
2001, and will continue, to implement the provisions of the Act.
Some rules will affect broker-dealers because the Act authorized
joint regulation by the CFTC and the SEC of security futures
products on individual equity issues and on narrow-based indexes
of securities. As of this writing, some final rules have been issued
and others are still being considered, significant among which are:
• Trading of security futures products in the U.S. The CFTC
and the SEC jointly adopted the first rules to permit trading
of security futures products in the U.S., lifting the 19-year
ban on trading single-stock and narrow-based stock index
futures. The rules were effective August 21, 2001. 
• American depository receipts (ADRs). The CFTC and the
SEC issued a joint order to permit, under certain circum-
stances, an ADR to underlie a security future and be a com-
ponent security of a narrow-based security index underlying
a security future. The order was effective August 20, 2001. 
• Expedited registration of broker-dealers as FCMs or IBs. The
CFTC adopted an order permitting the National Futures As-
sociation to process registration filings for securities broker-
dealers that, among other things, limits a broker-dealer’s op-
erations as an intermediary for commodity futures and
options on futures trades to security futures products. The
order was effective September 17, 2001. 
• Margin requirements and treatment of customer funds for
security futures products. The CFTC and the SEC proposed
rules that would govern the collection of customer margin
for security futures. The proposed rules address the applica-
bility of CFTC and SEC customer protection, recordkeep-
ing, reporting and bankruptcy rules, and the Securities
Investor Protection Act of 1970 to accounts holding security
futures products. The comment period for those proposed
rules ended on December 5, 2001. 
Investment of customer funds by FCMs. The CFTC amended Rule
1.25 to expand the range of instruments in which FCMs and clear-
ing organizations may invest customer funds. The amendments
allow such funds to be invested in certain highly liquid and readily
marketable instruments (referred to as permitted investments), in-
cluding certain sovereign debt, agency debt, money market mutual
funds, and corporate notes. Except for SEC-regulated money mar-
ket mutual funds and U.S. Treasury securities, all investments must
be highly rated by a nationally recognized (that is SEC-recognized)
statistical rating agency. The new rule also provides concentration
limitations based on type of issuer and counterparty, for both direct
investment and for collateral accepted in connection with repur-
chase transactions. Previously, investment of customer funds was
limited to U.S. government securities, municipal securities, and in-
struments fully guaranteed by the U.S. government. The amend-
ment was effective December 28, 2000. 
Opting out of segregation. The CFTC adopted rules to permit cer-
tain customers to opt out of having their funds segregated by an
FCM for trades on or through a registered derivatives transaction
execution facility. Customers to which the rule applies are generally
institutional customers. The rule was effective April 25, 2001. 
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Help Desk—The complete text of the preceding rules, along
with other CFTC final rules, including those rules adopted, or
changes made, subsequent to the writing of this Audit Risk Alert,
can be downloaded from the CFTC’s Web site at www.cftc.gov.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Annual “Dear CPO” Letter
What are the significant issues raised in the most recent “Dear CPO” letter?
On January 12, 2001, CFTC staff sent a letter to all CPOs, which
outlined key reporting issues and common reporting deficiencies
found in annual reports for commodity pools. The letter pointed
out the CFTC staff ’s concerns and, accordingly, may alert the au-
ditor to high-risk issues that could affect assertions contained in the
financial statements of commodity pools. CFTC staff suggested
that CPOs share the letter with their independent auditors.
A major concern is the level of disclosure in the financial state-
ments of pools that invest in other investment companies (funds-
of-funds). That topic continued to account for a significant
proportion of noncompliance letters issued for 2000 annual re-
ports. A best practices illustration was included with the “Dear
CPO” letter. CFTC staff plans to continue its scrutiny of annual
reports of funds-of-funds to assure adequate disclosure to investors
in such entities.
In order to avoid some of the most common and easily remedied
deficiencies (they are discussed in detail in the January 19, 2000,
and the February 10, 1999, “Dear CPO” letters), the letter sug-
gested that CPOs do the following:
• File one copy of the report with the National Futures Associ-
ation (NFA) and two copies with the CFTC at the regional
office in whose jurisdiction the CPO’s principal place of busi-
ness is located (the addresses are attached to the letter). 
• File the report as soon as possible, but no later than the due
date. For pools with a December 31, 2001, year-end, the
due date is Monday, April 1, 2002 (unless an extension of
time has been granted). CPOs operating a fund-of-funds
pool should review the streamlined procedures described in
Regulation 4.22(f )(2) for requesting an extended due date. 
• Include a signed oath or affirmation, as required by Regula-
tion 4.22(h), with each and every copy of the report, includ-
ing those copies filed with NFA and the CFTC. (Binding the
oath as part of the report package or attaching it to the cover
page is a helpful practice followed by a number of CPOs.) 
• If the pool is operating under a Rule 4.7 or 4.12 exemption,
the rule requires that a notation of that fact be made on the
cover page of the report. 
• Report special allocations of partnership equity as required by
CFTC Interpretive Letter 94-3, Special Allocations of Invest-
ment Partnership Equity. (The letter is available at the CFTC
Web site: www.cftc.gov/tm/94-03.htm.) 
• Include information concerning net asset values or schedules
of participants’ interests, as required by Regulation 4.22(c)(2).
• Include appropriate footnote disclosures with unaudited fi-
nancial statements. 
Copies of the February 10, 1999, January 19, 2000, and January 12,
2001, “Dear CPO” letters are available at the CFTC Web site,
www.cftc.gov/tm/tmcompliance.htm. CFTC staff expects to issue
another “Dear CPO” letter in January 2002, which also will be
posted on the CFTC Web site. 
Self-Regulatory Organization Regulations
What are some of the rules issued during the past year by SROs? 
Under the Exchange Act, all broker-dealers are required to be mem-
bers of self-regulatory organizations (SROs) such as the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) or NASD, or other organization which
performs routine surveillance and monitoring of its members. Dur-
ing the past year, a number of significant regulations were issued by
SROs. Among these were the following:
• SuperMontage. In January 2001, the SEC approved rule
changes requested by NASD, through its wholly-owned sub-
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sidiary, the Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. (Nasdaq), to estab-
lish the Nasdaq Order Display Facility and the Order Col-
lector Facility and to modify its primary trading platform,
the Nasdaq National Market System. The SuperMontage
proposal is designed to modify Nasdaq’s systems in three
principal areas: quote-order collection, quote-order dis-
play, and execution services. 
• NYSE Information Memo No. 01-50, SEC Transaction Fees.
Section 31 of the Exchange Act requires the remittance of a
fee to the SEC of 1/300 of 1 percent of the aggregate dollar
amount of the sales of securities. The Investor and Capital
Markets Relief Act amends Section 31 of the Exchange Act
to reduce the fee to $15 per $1 million of the aggregate dol-
lar amount of the sale of securities. Effective date: December
28, 2001.
• NYSE Information Memo No. 01-17, Reporting Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 140—Disclosure on
Focus Reports. This memo discusses how FOCUS Report has
been changed to accommodate the reclassification entries re-
quired by Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 140, Ac-
counting for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Ex-
tinguishments of Liabilities. Effective date: June 2001.
• NYSE Information Memo No. 01-9, Amendments to Rule
431 (“Margin Requirements”) Regarding “Day Trading.” In
February 2001, the SEC approved amendments to Ex-
change Rule 431 establishing new requirements to address
the intraday risks associated with day trading in customer
accounts. The amendments require that equity and mainte-
nance margin be deposited and maintained in customer ac-
counts that engage in a pattern of day trading in amounts
sufficient to support the risks associated with such trading
activities. The minimum equity requirement for pattern day
traders is raised to $25,000. Margin requirements will be
based on a day trader’s activities during the day, rather than
on open securities positions at the end of the day. Addition-
ally, the amendments prohibit the use of cross guarantees and
early withdrawal of account equity as these practices do not
require customers to demonstrate actual financial ability to
engage in day trading. Effective date: August 27, 2001.
• NYSE Information Memos Nos. 01-26, 01-35, and 01-39,
Terrorism Executive Order and Updated Listing of the Depart-
ment of Treasury “Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons.” On September 24, 2001, President Bush issued an
Executive Order targeting financial assets of terrorists. The
Order added new names to the Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control’s (OFAC) list of “Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons”. Members and
member organizations are reminded that they should routinely
monitor the OFAC Web site (http://www.treas.gov/ofac) for
updates and additional information.
Audit Issues and Developments
Related-Party Transactions and Fraud
A common thread in many frauds is the use of related parties un-
known to the auditor to facilitate management intentionally misstat-
ing the financial statements. SAS No. 82 lists the following example
risk factors that may involve transactions with related parties:
• Significant related-party transactions not in the ordinary
course of business (including transactions with related en-
tities that are unaudited or audited by another firm)
• Unusual or highly complex transactions (particularly those
close to year end) that are difficult to assess for substance
over form
• Overly complex organizational structure involving numer-
ous or unusual legal entities, lines of authority, or contrac-
tual arrangements that do not appear to have a clear business
purpose
• Difficulty in determining the individual(s) or organization
that controls the company
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• Significant bank accounts or subsidiary or branch opera-
tions in tax-haven jurisdictions for which there appears to be
no clear business justification
Some Audit Procedures
When the auditor becomes aware that a transaction involves a
guaranty or similar action by another party to protect the princi-
pal from risk of loss, the auditor should seek information about
the identity of the guarantor and the nature and extent of the
guaranty. Also, any time a principal party to a transaction (such
as a seller, buyer, lender, or guarantor) is in a tax-haven jurisdic-
tion, the auditor should consider the risk of undisclosed related-
party transactions.
Other procedures that can be performed to identify undisclosed re-
lated parties or to investigate potential related-party transactions if
the auditor decides to modify his or her procedures based on the
consideration of fraud risk factors include the following:
• Review material cash disbursements, advances, and invest-
ments to consider whether the client provided funds to a
related entity.
• Discuss with tax and consulting personnel who have pro-
vided services to the client their knowledge of the client’s
relationships and knowledge of related parties.
• Discuss with intermediaries (such as lawyers, predecessor
auditors, and others providing professional services to the
client) their knowledge of the identity of principal parties
to material transactions.
• Use sources of information about principal parties to mater-
ial transactions (such as newspapers, the Internet, and so on)
to search for information about key members of manage-
ment and the company. (For example, the Internet can be
used to search for corporation and limited partnership
records in which a particular person’s name appears.)
Business Combinations
There has been significant merger activity in the securities indus-
try recently, as entities attempt to increase client base, gain access
to resources needed to provide their clients financing and invest-
ment banking services under one roof, or acquire the knowledge
or the infrastructure to keep competitive. As a result, auditors of
securities firms face a greater likelihood of dealing with clients
that were involved in a business combination in the last year and
with clients facing an upcoming business combination. The fol-
lowing is a discussion of some of the issues relating to business
combinations that the auditor may be facing.
A business combination, according to FASB Statement No. 141,
Business Combinations, occurs when an entity acquires net assets that
constitute a business or acquires equity interests of one or more
other entities and obtains control over that entity or entities. The
auditing and accounting issues that arise out of corporate business
combinations are numerous and varied. Auditors should carefully
consider the individual circumstances of the client to identify
those issues and to then develop an appropriate audit strategy.
Some of the issues that should be considered by auditors include
the following.
• Careful consideration should be given to management’s ac-
counting for the business combination to ensure that all rel-
evant generally accepted accounting principles have been
considered, and all relevant SEC rules and regulations have
been considered. All business combinations initiated after
June 30, 2001, should be accounted for in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 141, using the purchase method.
However, for transactions initiated before June 30, 2001,
the client may choose to account using the pooling-of-in-
terest method. If the pooling-of-interest method has been
used, the auditor needs to ensure that the specific criteria of
Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 16, Busi-
ness Combinations, have been met. If the purchase method
has been used, the auditor should verify that the purchase
price has been allocated to the assets (including recogniz-
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able intangibles) and liabilities acquired and goodwill prop-
erly calculated.3
• If specialists have been used in asset or liability valuation,
auditors relying on such information should understand
their responsibilities when using the work of a specialist, as
set forth under SAS No. 73, Using the Work of a Specialist
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 336).
• With a combination comes dramatic change in the structure
of an entity. In an effort to create greater cost efficiencies in
the consolidated entity, departments may be combined and
duplicative functions eliminated. Auditors should consider
the impact of such changes on their client’s internal control
when making the assessment of control risk. SAS No. 55, as
amended by SAS No. 78 and SAS No. 94, provides guidance
on the auditor’s consideration of an entity’s internal control
in an audit of financial statements in accordance with GAAS.
• Merger may result in the reduction of services provided by a
particular entity within the combined organization and signif-
icantly reduce its ability to generate future cash flows. In this
instance, the carrying amounts of recorded assets may not be
recoverable and the provisions of FASB Statement No. 121,
Accounting for the Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and for
Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of,4 may need to be applied.
3. In June 2001, Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued FASB Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 142, Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets,
which changes the accounting for goodwill from an amortization method to an im-
pairment-only approach. Thus, amortization of goodwill, including goodwill recorded
in past business combinations, will cease upon adoption of this Statement. The provi-
sions of this Statement are required to be applied starting with fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2001. Early application is permitted for entities with fiscal years
beginning after March 15, 2001, provided that the first interim financial statements
have not previously been issued.
4. FASB Statement No. 144, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived
Assets, supersedes FASB Statement No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-
Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of, effective for financial statements
issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods within
those fiscal years, with early application encouraged. The provisions of FASB State-
ment No. 144 generally are to be applied prospectively. 
• Business combinations often result in the gain of a client for
one auditor and a loss of a client for another. Thus, in the cur-
rent environment, auditors may be more likely to find them-
selves in the role of either a predecessor or successor auditor.
SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor and Succes-
sor Auditors (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec.
315), provides guidance on communications between prede-
cessor and successor auditors when a change of auditors is in
process or has taken place.
• Mergers and acquisitions may be effected in part through the
use of debt financing. Auditors should carefully evaluate the
terms of the debt agreement to identify, among other things,
whether there are any loan covenants, and if so, the terms. Au-
ditors should evaluate compliance with restrictive covenants
and the implications of any loan covenant violations.
• The acquisition of an entity by one party may mean that
another party has disposed of a business segment. Accord-
ingly, auditors of the selling party should consider whether
management has followed the accounting and disclosure
requirements of APB Opinion No. 30, Reporting the Results
of Operations—Reporting the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of
a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently
Occurring Events and Transactions.5 Audit risk may be signif-
icant for discontinued operations involving an extended
phase-out period. Auditors should give careful consideration
to management’s estimates when the disposal date of the
segment occurs after year end. SAS No. 57, Auditing Ac-
counting Estimates (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU
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5. FASB Statement No. 144 supersedes the accounting and reporting provisions of Ac-
counting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 30, Reporting the Results of Operations—
Reporting the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and
Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions, for the disposal of a segment of a busi-
ness. FASB Statement No. 144 is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods within those fiscal years, with
early application encouraged. The provisions of Statement No. 144 generally are to be
applied prospectively. If FASB Statement No. 144 is effective, its provisions should be
followed for the disposal of long-lived assets and discontinued operations.
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sec. 342), provides guidance on obtaining and evaluating suf-
ficient competent evidential matter to support significant
accounting estimates. 
• Subsequent to the business combination, auditors should
consider whether management has prepared the financial
statements of the combined entity in accordance with appro-
priate accounting standards, including FASB Statement No.
94, Consolidation of All Majority-Owned Subsidiaries, and Ac-
counting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 51, Consolidated Fi-
nancial Statements.
• A business combination involving a public business enter-
prise may result in an operating segment subject to the dis-
closure requirements of FASB Statement No. 131, Disclosures
about Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information. In
such circumstances, auditors should consider the guidance
set forth under Auditing Interpretation No. 4, “Applying
Auditing Procedures to Segment Disclosures in Financial
Statements,” of SAS No. 31, Evidential Matter (AICPA, Pro-
fessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9326.22).
Going-Concern Issues
Although larger firms may be able to absorb losses incurred by
steep declines in the values of their stock portfolios, smaller and
medium-sized firms may not, thus raising possible going-concern
issues. Information that raises doubt about the going-concern as-
sumption for brokers-dealers includes (1) failure to meet statutory
net capital requirements, (2) noncompliance with various other
rules and regulations, and (3) substantial disposition of assets out-
side the ordinary course of business. Auditors should also consider
that changes in key financial ratios caused by the stock market’s de-
cline may trigger repayment clauses contained in debt covenants or
bank-imposed limits on credit due to the decline in the value of a
firm’s portfolio. In these circumstances, auditors should consider
the guidance set forth under SAS No. 59, The Auditor’s Considera-
tion of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 341).
Auditor’s Responsibilities Related to a Going-Concern Issue
You should be aware of your responsibilities pursuant to SAS No.
59. SAS No. 59 provides guidance to auditors in conducting an
audit of financial statements in accordance with GAAS for evalu-
ating whether there is substantial doubt about a client’s ability to
continue as a going concern for a period not to exceed one year
from the date of the financial statements being audited. 
Continuation of an entity as a going concern is generally assumed
in the absence of significant information to the contrary. Informa-
tion that significantly contradicts the going-concern assumption
relates to the entity’s inability to continue to meet its obligations as
they become due without substantial disposition of assets outside
the ordinary course of business, restructuring of debt, externally
forced revisions of its operations, or similar actions. SAS No. 59
does not require the auditor to design audit procedures solely to
identify conditions and events that, when considered in the aggre-
gate, indicate there could be substantial doubt about the entity’s
ability to continue as a going concern. The results of auditing pro-
cedures designed and performed to achieve other audit objectives
should be sufficient for that purpose. 
If there is substantial doubt about the entity’s ability to continue
as a going concern, you should consider whether it is likely that
existing conditions and events can be mitigated by management
plans and whether those plans can be effectively implemented. If
you obtain sufficient competent evidential matter to alleviate
doubts about going-concern issues, then consideration should be
given to the possible effects on the financial statements and the
adequacy of the related disclosures. In particular, the auditor should
consider the adequacy of the disclosures of those circumstances and
events that originally gave rise to the auditor’s concern. If, however,
after considering identified conditions and events, along with
management’s plans, you conclude that substantial doubt about the
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern remains, the audit
report should include an explanatory paragraph to reflect that
conclusion. In these circumstances, you should refer to the specific




The increasing competition from megabanks as well as from within
the securities industry itself generates more intense pressure on
management to perform and meet earnings and revenue expecta-
tions. Some specific matters auditors should be concerned with
when auditing a client subject to intense pressures include the risk
of material misstatement due to fraud, aggressive accounting meth-
ods, and internal control weaknesses.
Risk of Material Misstatement Due to Fraud
SAS No. 82 points out the following factors that may indicate an
increased risk of fraudulent financial reporting at an entity:
• High degree of competition or market saturation, accom-
panied by declining margins
• An excessive interest by management in maintaining or in-
creasing the entity’s earnings trend through the use of un-
usually aggressive accounting practices
• Management setting unduly aggressive financial targets and
expectations for operating personnel
• Significant pressure to obtain additional capital necessary
to stay competitive, considering the financial position of
the entity
• Unrealistically aggressive sales or profitability incentive
programs
When one or more of these risk factors is identified, professional
judgment should be exercised when assessing their significance and
relevance. Auditors assessing the risk of material misstatement due
to fraud should keep in mind that the presence of a risk factor
should not be considered in isolation, but rather in combination
with other risk factors and conditions or mitigating circumstances.
SAS No. 82 provides guidance to the auditor when considering risk
factors in assessing the risk of material misstatement of the finan-
cial statements due to fraud.
Aggressive Accounting
To achieve expected results or report improved financial results,
management may adopt aggressive accounting positions. Auditors
should be alert to aggressive accounting positions taken by man-
agement and determine whether the accounting is appropriate
under the circumstances.
Overriding Internal Control
Management engaged in a severely competitive environment may
aggressively engage in transactions that bypass normal internal
control. If auditors determine that there is a risk of this occurring,
they will need to take this into account in their consideration of
internal control and in their consideration of the nature, timing,
and extent of their auditing procedures.
Accounting Estimates
As discussed in Chapter 5, “Auditing Considerations,” in the Audit
and Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securities, as part of
the scope of audit procedures performed, the auditor should be
aware that certain areas of an audit of a broker-dealer’s financial
statements concern management accounting estimates that may be
material in the preparation and presentation of the broker-dealer’s
financial statements. For example, financial statements may reflect
reserves for undermargined, undersecured, or partially secured cus-
tomer receivables, or receivables from other broker-dealers; reserves
for exposure for litigation contingencies associated with investment
banking underwriting deals; or exchange membership valuation. 
An accounting estimate is an approximation of a financial state-
ment element, item, or account. It is the responsibility of the bro-
ker-dealer’s management to prepare estimates for the financial
statements. The auditor is responsible for evaluating the reason-
ableness of accounting estimates made by management in the con-
text of the financial statements taken as a whole. SAS No. 57,
Auditing Accounting Estimates (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
1, AU sec. 342), provides guidance on obtaining and evaluating
sufficient, competent evidential matter in support of accounting
estimates included in the financial statements. 
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As estimates are based on subjective as well as objective factors, it
may be difficult for management to establish controls over them.
Even when management’s estimation process involves competent
personnel using relevant and reliable data, there is potential for bias
in the subjective factors. Accordingly, when planning and perform-
ing procedures to evaluate accounting estimates, auditors should
consider, with an attitude of professional skepticism, both the sub-
jective and objective factors. 
In evaluating the reasonableness of an estimate, auditors normally
concentrate on key factors and assumptions that are:
• Significant to the accounting estimate
• Sensitive to variations
• Deviations from historical patterns
• Subjective and susceptible to misstatement and bias
In evaluating reasonableness, the auditor should obtain an under-
standing of how management developed the estimate. In many sit-
uations, the auditor assesses the reasonableness of an accounting
estimate by performing procedures to test the process used by man-
agement to make the estimate.
In applying SAS No. 57, auditors may wish to consider these addi-
tional factors:
• Stock market volatility. Auditors may wish to consider the
impact of sudden and significant stock market fluctuations
on the relevance of key factors and assumptions used by
management in estimating the value of a broker-dealer’s secu-
rity portfolio. In the event that the broker-dealer employs
matrix pricing (a mathematical technique used to value nor-
mal institutionalized debt securities without relying exclu-
sively on quoted securities prices), the auditor should evaluate
the relevance of the model’s existing underlying assumptions
to determine whether they are consistent with recent eco-
nomic and industry developments.
• Adoption of new trading strategies. The declining business en-
vironment, competitive forces, and changing global factors
may cause some broker-dealers to adopt new trading strate-
gies that include the use of more speculative, complex, or
innovative investments. The adoption of new trading strate-
gies often brings about new valuation procedures that cause
factors different from those previously considered by the au-
ditors to become significant to the estimate. Because of the
inherent difficulties in valuing such investments, auditors
may wish to consider obtaining written representation from
management (AU sec. 342.09) and using the work of spe-
cialist (SAS No. 73). As stated in SAS No. 73, complex or
subjective matters that are potentially material to the finan-
cial statements may require special skill or knowledge that,
in the auditor’s judgment, requires using the work of a spe-
cialist to obtain competent evidential matter.
Litigation, Claims, and Assessments
As was mentioned before, this year the securities industry saw an in-
crease in the number of arbitrations and lawsuits. According to the
SEC, most of the complaints allege misrepresentations, unautho-
rized trading, and unsuitable recommendations. As an auditor of a
securities firm involved in legal proceedings, you need to evaluate
management’s consideration of the financial accounting and the re-
porting implications of those proceedings pursuant to FASB State-
ment No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. FASB Statement No. 5
addresses the accounting and reporting for loss contingencies, in-
cluding those arising from litigation, claims, and assessments.
Auditors need to be aware of their responsibilities under SAS No.
12, Inquiry of a Client’s Lawyer Concerning Litigation, Claims, and
Assessments (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 337).
SAS No. 12 provides guidance on the procedures an independent
auditor should consider for identifying litigation, claims, and as-
sessments and for the financial accounting and reporting for such
matters when performing an audit in accordance with generally ac-
cepted auditing standards. The SAS provides, in part, that auditors
should obtain evidential matter relevant to the following factors:
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• The existence of a condition, situation, or set of circum-
stances indicating an uncertainty as to the possible loss to an
entity arising from litigation, claims, and assessments
• The period in which the underlying cause for legal action
occurred
• The degree of probability of an unfavorable outcome
• The amount or range of potential loss
Because the events or conditions that should be considered in the
financial accounting for and reporting of litigation, claims, and
assessments are matters within the direct knowledge and, often,
control of management of an entity, management is the primary
source of information about such matters. Accordingly, the inde-
pendent auditor’s procedures with respect to litigation, claims,
and assessments should include the following:
• Inquire of and discuss with management the policies and
procedures adopted for identifying, evaluating, and account-
ing for litigation, claims, and assessments.
• Obtain from management a description and evaluation of
litigation, claims, and assessments that existed at the date of
the balance sheet being reported on, and during the period
from the balance sheet date to the date the information is
furnished, including an identification of those matters re-
ferred to legal counsel; and obtain assurances from manage-
ment, ordinarily in writing, that they have disclosed all such
matters required to be disclosed by FASB Statement No. 5.
• Examine documents in the client’s possession concerning lit-
igation, claims, and assessments, including correspondence
and invoices from lawyers.
• Obtain assurance from management, ordinarily in writing,
that it has disclosed all unasserted claims that the lawyer has
advised them are probable of assertion and must be disclosed
in accordance with FASB Statement No. 5. Also the auditor,
with the client’s permission, should inform the lawyer that
the client has given the auditors this assurance. This client
representation may be communicated by the client in the
inquiry letter or by the auditor in a separate letter.
An auditor ordinarily does not possess legal skills, and therefore
cannot make legal judgments concerning information coming to
his or her attention. Accordingly, the auditor should request that
the client’s management send a letter of inquiry to those lawyers
with whom management consulted concerning litigation, claims,
and assessments.
The audit normally includes certain other procedures undertaken
for different purposes that might also disclose litigation, claims,
and assessments. Such procedures might include reading minutes
of meetings of stockholders, directors, and appropriate commit-
tees; reading contracts, loan agreements, leases, and correspon-
dence from taxing or other governmental agencies, and similar
documents; obtaining information concerning guarantees from
bank confirmation forms; and inspecting other documents for
possible guarantees by the client.
Value of Commodity Exchange Memberships 
During the past year, the value of U.S. commodity exchange mem-
berships continued to fluctuate. Although declines in the value of
exchange memberships generally do not affect regulatory net capi-
tal (exchange memberships, in most instances, are noncurrent or
nonallowable assets excluded from the net capital calculation), such
declines continue to raise concerns about the value of such assets
reported in financial statements prepared in accordance with gen-
erally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
When addressing valuations of exchange memberships, auditors
should evaluate management’s consideration of FASB Statement
No. 121.6 FASB Statement No. 121 states, in part, that a significant
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6. FASB Statement No. 144 supersedes Statement No. 121 effective for financial state-
ments issued for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, and interim periods
within those fiscal years, with early application encouraged. The provisions of State-
ment No. 144 generally are to be applied prospectively. 
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decrease in the market value of an asset indicates that the recoverabil-
ity of the carrying value of that asset should be assessed. It further
states that quoted market prices in active markets are the best evi-
dence of fair value and should be used as the basis of measurement, if
available. Exchange memberships are bought and sold continuously.
Paragraph 7.34 of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Brokers
and Dealers in Securities states that exchange memberships owned by
a broker-dealer and held for operating purposes should be valued at
cost or at a lesser amount if there is an other-than-temporary impair-
ment in value. The AICPA Practice Aid Audits of Futures Commission
Merchants, Introducing Brokers, and Commodity Pools describes the
same accounting treatment. In light of the volatility in the prices of
exchange memberships, the auditor may wish to consider whether
management has valued them correctly. Recent membership sales
prices are available from each exchange. 
Auditors should consider the need to obtain evidence supporting
management’s assumptions underlying fair value determinations
and also consider the need to determine whether appropriate dis-
closures regarding fair value determinations have been made in the
financial statements.
Money Laundering Activities7
Money laundering is the funneling of cash or other funds gener-
ated from illegal activities, often through legitimate financial insti-
tutions or businesses, to conceal the initial source of the funds.
Money laundering is a global activity and, like the illegal activities
that give it sustenance, it seldom respects local, national, or inter-
national boundaries. Current estimates of the size of the global an-
nual “gross money laundering product” range from $500 billion to
$1.5 trillion.8
Criminals use a wide variety of financial institutions and professional
advisers to launder the proceeds of crime, and according to the U.S.
7. This section of the Alert was drafted after consultation with the U.S. Department of
Treasury.
8. By definition, money launderers are in the business of cloaking their activities and rev-
enue, making this approximation difficult.
Department of the Treasury, brokers and dealers in securities may
also be vulnerable. The evolving dynamics of the industry—mergers
and acquisitions, broader product lines, new technologies, and new
distribution channels—generate important business opportunities,
but they also generate risks for securities firms, including increased
vulnerability to money laundering. As these industry trends con-
tinue, as money launderers increasingly look for a wide range of
financial services and conservative, legitimate-appearing asset hold-
ings, and as greater regulatory requirements for banks and other
nonbank financial institutions make it more difficult for them to
evade detection, the securities industry may become more attractive
to money launderers. 
Money launderers tend to use the business entity more as a conduit
than as a means of directly expropriating assets. For this reason,
money laundering is far less likely to affect financial statements
than are such types of fraud as misappropriations and consequently
is unlikely to be detected in a financial statement audit. In addi-
tion, other forms of fraudulent activity usually result in the loss or
disappearance of assets or revenue, whereas money laundering in-
volves the manipulation of large quantities of illicit proceeds to dis-
tance them from their source quickly and in as undetectable a
manner as possible. However, money laundering activities may
have indirect effects on an entity’s financial statements.
Money laundering is considered to be an illegal act and independent
auditors have a responsibility under SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by
Clients (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 317), to be
aware of the possibility that illegal acts may have occurred, indirectly
affecting amounts recorded in an entity’s financial statements. In ad-
dition, if specific information comes to the auditor’s attention that
provides evidence concerning the existence of possible illegal acts
that could have a material indirect effect (for example, the entity’s
contingent liability resulting from illegal acts committed as part of
the money laundering process) on the entity’s financial statements,
the auditor should apply auditing procedures specifically designed
to ascertain whether an illegal act has occurred.
Auditors should also note that laundered funds and their proceeds
could be subject to asset seizure and forfeiture (claims) by law
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enforcement agencies that could result in material contingent lia-
bilities during prosecution and adjudication of cases.
Possible indications of money laundering include the following:
• Transactions that appear inconsistent with a customer’s
known legitimate business or personal activities or means;
unusual deviations from normal account and transaction
patterns.
• Situations in which it is difficult to confirm a person’s identity.
• Unauthorized or improperly recorded transactions; inade-
quate audit trails.
• Unconventionally large currency transactions, particularly
in exchange for negotiable instruments or for the direct pur-
chase of funds transfer services.
• Apparent structuring of currency and negotiable instrument
transactions to avoid identification requirements, regulatory
recordkeeping, and reporting thresholds (such as transac-
tions in amounts less than $10,000).
• Businesses seeking investment management services when
the source of funds is difficult to pinpoint or appears incon-
sistent with the customer’s means or expected behavior.
• Uncharacteristically premature redemption of investment ve-
hicles, particularly with requests to remit proceeds to appar-
ently unrelated third parties.
• The purchase of large cash value investments, soon followed
by heavy borrowing against them. 
• Large lump-sum payments from abroad.
• Purchases of goods and currency at prices significantly below
or above market.
• Use of many different firms of auditors and advisers for as-
sociated entities and businesses.
• Forming companies or trusts that appear to have no reason-
able business purpose.
In June 2000, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)’s Paris-based Financial Action Task Force
(FATF), the world’s anti-money-laundering watchdog intergovern-
mental organization, issued a Review to Identify Non-Cooperative
Countries or Territories, expressly identifying 15 governments as
noncooperative with other countries and jurisdictions in combat-
ing money laundering. Subsequently, in July, the U.S. Treasury
Department followed suit with a series of Financial Crimes En-
forcement Network (FinCEN) country advisories, which asked
U.S. businesses to pay closer attention to transactions linked to
these countries. During 2001, several of these jurisdictions were re-
moved from the noncooperative lists and new ones added. 
Reminder About Privacy Regulations and Safeguarding Information 
Financial institutions had to comply with the provisions of the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act that protect the privacy of consumers’
nonpublic personal information on July 1, 2001. The new regu-
lation on the privacy of consumers’ financial information:
• Requires a financial institution to provide notice to cus-
tomers about its privacy policies and practices
• Describes under what conditions a financial institution may
disclose nonpublic personal information about consumers
to nonaffiliated third parties
• Provides an “opt out” method for consumers to prevent the
financial institution from disclosing that information to
nonaffiliated third parties
Protected Information
Under the regulation, restrictions on sharing information with non-
affiliated third parties apply to “nonpublic personal information”
about a consumer. Nonpublic personal information is “personally
identifiable financial information” that is provided by a consumer to
a financial institution, that results from any transaction with or ser-
vice performed for the consumer, or that is otherwise obtained by
the financial institution. 
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The regulation excludes “publicly available information” from the
definition of nonpublic personal information. Publicly available in-
formation is any information that an institution has a reasonable
basis to believe is lawfully made available to the general public from
government records, widely distributed media, or disclosures to the
public required to be made by federal, state, or local law. 
Privacy Policy Notice
Under the regulation, financial institutions must provide a clear
and conspicuous notice that accurately reflects their privacy poli-
cies and practices. The notice must be given to any individual who
becomes a customer of the financial institution by the time the cus-
tomer relationship is established, and annually thereafter as long as
the relationship continues. Also, the notice must be given to any
consumer who does not become a customer before nonpublic per-
sonal information about the consumer may be shared with nonaf-
filiated third parties. 
Opt-Out Requirement
Before an institution can share nonpublic personal information
with nonaffiliated third parties, consumers must be given a reason-
able opportunity to opt out from having that information shared.
The opt-out notice must be given to: 
• Customers as a part of the initial notice of the financial in-
stitution’s privacy policies and practices, or before sharing
nonpublic personal information about them with nonaffili-
ated third parties.
• Individual consumers who do not become customers of the
financial institution, and former customers, before nonpub-
lic personal information about them may be shared with
nonaffiliated third parties.
The regulation does provide certain exceptions that permit a finan-
cial institution to share nonpublic information with third parties
without providing privacy or opt-out notices. These exceptions in-
clude disclosures of nonpublic personal information made:
• In connection with certain processing and servicing trans-
actions
• With the consent of or at the direction of the consumer
• To protect against potential fraud or unauthorized transactions
• To respond to judicial process
Disclosures to independent auditors in connection with the audit
process are also exempted. This includes any peer review of CPA
firms. It is less clear whether the exemptions also cover work done
by consultants not in conjunction with the audit.
Audit Implications
The auditor should obtain appropriate representations from man-
agement that the institution has taken steps to ensure compliance
with legal or regulatory requirements. Noncompliance could result
in significant financial and reputational risk to the institution.
AICPA 2001 Audit and Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers 
in Securities
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securi-
ties, with conforming changes as of May 1, 2001 (the Guide), has
been updated to reflect the issuance of recently issued authoritative
pronouncements. The Guide is available through the AICPA’s
looseleaf subscription service. Paperback editions of Audit and Ac-
counting Guides as they appear in the service are printed annually.
Help Desk—Copies of the Guide may be obtained by calling
the AICPA Order Department (Member Satisfaction) at (888)
777-7077 or faxing a request to (800) 362-5066. 
New Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements and 
Other Guidance
Presented below is a list of auditing and attestation pronouncements,
guides, and other guidance issued since the publication of last year’s
Alert. For information on auditing and attestation standards issued
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subsequent to the writing of this Alert, please refer to the AICPA
Web site at www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/technic.htm. You
may also look for announcements of newly issued standards in
the CPA Letter, Journal of Accountancy, and the quarterly elec-
tronic newsletter, In Our Opinion, issued by the AICPA Auditing
Standards team and available at www.aicpa.org. 
SAS No. 94 The Effect of Information Technology on the Auditor’s 
Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial 
Statement Audit
SAS No. 95 Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
SAS No. 96 Audit Documentation
SOP 01-3 Performing Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements That 
Address Internal Control Over Derivative Transactions 
as Required by the New York State Insurance Law
SOP 01-4 Reporting Pursuant to the Association for Investment 
Management and Research Performance Presentation 
Standards
SSAE No. 10 Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification
SSAE No. 11 Attest Documentation
Audit Guide Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and 
Investments in Securities
Audit Guide Auditing Revenue in Certain Industries
Audit Guide Audit Sampling
Audit Guide Analytical Procedures
Audit Interpretation “The Use of Legal Interpretations as Evidential Matter 
No. 1 of SAS No. 73 to Support Management’s Assertion That a Transfer of 
Financial Assets Has Met the Isolation Criterion in 
Paragraph 9(a) of Financial Accounting Standards 
Board No. 140”
Practice Alert No. 01-1 Common Peer Review Recommendations
Practice Alert No. 01-2 Audit Considerations in Times of Economic Uncertainty
The following summaries are for informational purposes only and
should not be relied upon as a substitute for a complete reading of
the applicable standard. To obtain copies of AICPA standards and
guides, contact the Member Satisfaction Center at (888) 777-7077
or go online at www.cpa2biz.com.
SAS No. 95, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
This new SAS (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 150)
creates a hierarchy of generally accepted auditing standards. The SAS:
• Identifies the body of auditing literature
• Clarifies the authority of auditing publications issued by the
AICPA and others
• Specifies which auditing publications the auditor must com-
ply with and which ones the auditor must consider when
conducting an audit in accordance with GAAS
• Identifies specific AICPA auditing publications and provides
information on how to obtain them
SAS No. 96, Audit Documentation
This new SAS replaces SAS No. 41, Working Papers (AICPA, Profes-
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 339), and amends several other
SASs. It presents revised guidance regarding the objective, nature,
and extent of documentation required for compliance with SASs.
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements No. 11,
Attest Documentation
This new SSAE is being issued concurrently with the new SAS on
audit documentation and presents revised guidance regarding the
objective, nature, and extent of documentation required for compli-
ance with SSAEs.
New Accounting Pronouncements and Other Guidance9
Presented below is a list of accounting pronouncements and other
guidance issued since the publication of last year’s Alert. For infor-
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9. Readers should refer to the full text of the accounting pronouncements that are dis-
cussed in this section of the Audit Risk Alert. Readers should also be alert for updates
to the topics discussed in this section of the Alert, and for other recent FASB and SEC
developments. Further information related to FASB projects can be obtained from the
FASB Web site at www.fasb.org. Further information related to SEC rules and releases
can be obtained from the SEC Web site at www.sec.gov
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mation on accounting standards issued subsequent to the writing of
this Alert, please refer to the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org,
and the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org. You may also look for
announcements of newly issued standards in the CPA Letter and
Journal of Accountancy.
FASB Statement No. 141 Business Combinations
FASB Statement No. 142 Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
FASB Statement No. 143 Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations
FASB Statement No. 144 Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of 
Long-Lived Assets
FASB Technical Bulletin Effective Date for Certain Financial Institutions of
No. 01-1 Certain Provisions of Statement 140 Related to the 
Isolation of Transferred Financial Assets
SOP 00-3 Accounting by Insurance Enterprises for 
Demutualizations and Formations of Mutual 
Insurance Holding Companies and for Certain 
Long-Duration Participating Contracts
SOP 01-1 Amendment to Scope of Statement of Position 95-2, 
Financial Reporting by Nonpublic Investment 
Partnerships, to Include Commodity Pools
SOP 01-2 Accounting and Reporting by Health and Welfare 
Benefit Plans
AICPA Audit and Audits of Investment Companies
Accounting Guide
Questions and Answers FASB Statement No. 140
AICPA Practice Aid Assets Acquired in a Business Combination to Be 
Used in Research and Development Activities: 
A Focus on Software, Electronic Devices, and 
Pharmaceutical Industries (expected to be issued in 
December 2001)
The following summaries are for informational purposes only and
should not be relied upon as a substitute for a complete reading of
the applicable standard. For information on accounting standards
issued subsequent to the writing of this Alert, please refer to the
AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org, and the FASB Web site at
www.fasb.org.
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 01-1, Effective Date for Certain
Financial Institutions of Certain Provisions of Statement 140
Related to the Isolation of Transferred Financial Assets
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 01-1 defers until 2002 application of
the isolation standards of FASB Statement No. 140, Accounting for
Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extinguishments of Li-
abilities, as clarified in FASB staff guidance published in April 2001
(see below), to banks and certain other financial institutions. Those
institutions also will be allowed up to five years of additional tran-
sition time for transfers of assets to certain securitization master
trusts. That additional transition time applies only if all beneficial
interests issued to investors after July 23, 2001, permit the changes
in structure necessary to comply with those isolation standards.
Questions and Answers About FASB Statement No. 140
The FASB published a special report on February 15, 2001, which
addresses the most frequently asked questions about FASB State-
ment No. 140. On April 19, 2001, the FASB staff published a set of
questions and answers about isolation of financial assets transferred
by banks and other entities, focusing on rights of redemption.
Finally, on August 7, 2001, the FASB staff published a set of ques-
tions and answers about the limitations on the activities of a quali-
fying special-purpose entity set forth in paragraphs 35 through 44
of FASB Statement No. 140.
Statement of Position 01-1, Amendment to Scope of Statement 
of Position 95-2, Financial Reporting by Nonpublic Investment
Partnerships, to Include Commodity Pools
Issued by AICPA’s Accounting Standards Executive Committee
(AcSEC), this Statement of Position (SOP) is effective for financial
statements issued for periods ending after December 15, 2001,
with earlier application encouraged. The SOP repealed the exemp-
tion from complying with SOP 95-2 applicable to investment
partnerships that are commodity pools subject to regulation under
the Commodity Exchange Act of 1974. Such entities are now re-
quired, among other things, to include a schedule of investments in




Auditors should keep abreast of auditing and accounting develop-
ments and upcoming guidance that may affect their engagements.
Presented below is brief information about some ongoing projects
that may be relevant to your engagements. Remember that exposure
drafts are nonauthoritative and cannot be used as a basis for chang-
ing GAAP or GAAS. 
The following table lists the various standard-setting bodies’ Web
sites where information may be obtained on outstanding exposure
drafts, including downloading a copy of the exposure draft. These
Web sites contain much more in-depth information about pro-
posed standards and other projects in the pipeline.
Standard-Setting Body Web Site
AICPA Auditing Standards www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/
Board (ASB) drafts.htm
AICPA Accounting Standards www.aicpa.org/members/div/acctstd/edo/
Executive Committee (AcSEC) index.htm
Financial Accounting Standards www.rutgers.edu/Accounting/raw/fasb/
Board (FASB) draft/draftpg.html
Professional Ethics Executive www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/
Committee (PEEC) index.htm
Help Desk—The AICPA’s standard-setting committees are now
publishing exposure drafts of proposed professional standards
exclusively on the AICPA Web site. The AICPA will notify in-
terested parties by e-mail about new exposure drafts. To be
added to the notification list for all AICPA exposure drafts, send
your e-mail address to memsat@aicpa.org. Indicate “exposure
draft email list” in the subject header field to help process your
submission more efficiently. Include your full name, mailing ad-
dress, and, if known, your membership and subscriber number
in the message.
New Framework for the Audit Process
The Auditing Standards Board (ASB) is reviewing the auditor’s con-
sideration of the risk assessment process in the auditing standards,
including the necessary understanding of the client’s business and
the relationships among inherent, control, fraud, and other risks.
The ASB expects to issue a series of exposure drafts in late 2001 and
2002. Some participants in the process expect the final standards to
have an effect on the conduct of audits that has not been seen since
the “Expectation Gap” standards were issued in 1988. 
Some of the more important changes to the standards that are ex-
pected to be proposed are:
• A requirement for a more robust understanding of the entity’s
business and environment that is more clearly linked to assess-
ment of the risk of material misstatement of the financial
statements. Among other things, this will improve the audi-
tor’s assessment of inherent risk and eliminate the “default” to
assess inherent risk at the maximum.
• An increased emphasis on the importance of entity con-
trols with clearer guidance on what constitutes a sufficient
knowledge of controls to plan the audit. 
• A clarification of how the auditor may obtain evidence about
the effectiveness of controls in obtaining an understanding of
controls.
• A clarification of how the auditor plans and performs audit-
ing procedures differently for higher and lower assessed risks
of material misstatement at the assertion level while retain-
ing a “safety net” of procedures.
These changes collectively are intended to improve the guidance on
how the auditor operationalizes the audit risk model.
In connection with this major initiative, the ASB and the Inter-
national Auditing Practices Committee (IAPC) have agreed to
form a joint task force to develop a joint standard addressing the
risk assessment process. This standard will represent a significant
step towards converging U.S. and international auditing stan-
dards. The standard produced by this joint task force will form
the basis for the ASB’s overall project.
You should keep abreast of the status of these projects and pro-
jected exposure drafts, inasmuch as they will substantially affect the
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audit process. More information can be obtained on the AICPA’s
Web site at www.aicpa.org.
New Fraud Standard to Be Proposed
The ASB is revising SAS No. 82 to address recommendations and
findings of:
• The Public Oversight Board’s (POB’s) Panel on Audit Effec-
tiveness regarding earnings management and fraud
• The ASB’s Fraud Standard Steering Task Force
• Academic research on the effectiveness of SAS No. 82
• Other financial reporting stakeholders
The following areas have been identified for possible proposals for
standard-setting changes and enhancements. Remember that these
areas are only early considerations in the process. The guidance on
fraud that the ASB eventually issues may not address these areas or
may address other areas.
• Fraud risk factors. A consideration of whether additional risk
factors should be added (or any deleted) from SAS No. 82,
whether the risk factors should be re-categorized, and
whether the risk factors should be weighted in some manner.
• Additional substantive procedures. A consideration of the
POB Panel recommendation to require the performance of
“forensic” procedures.
• Other POB Panel recommendations. A consideration of recom-
mendations dealing with supervisory discussions, nonstan-
dard journal entries, retrospective procedures, and interim
procedures.
• Corporate governance. An exploration of requirements that
would help assure an auditor understanding of the extent of
focus by management and the audit committee on the risk
of fraud, including added auditor communication with
management and the audit committee.
• Incorporating a technology focus. Responding to recommen-
dations of the ASB’s Computer Audit Subcommittee related
to SAS No. 82 and otherwise incorporating into the stan-
dard more focus on the current technological environment.
An exposure draft of a new fraud SAS is expected to be issued in the
Spring of 2002.
Resource Central
Educational courses, Web sites, publications, and other resources
available to CPAs
On the Bookshelf
The following publications deliver valuable guidance and practi-
cal assistance as potent tools to be used on your engagements.
• Audit Guide Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activ-
ities, and Investments in Securities (product no. 012520kk)
• Audit Guide Auditing Revenue in Certain Industries (product
no. 012510kk)
• Audit Guide Audit Sampling (product no. 012530kk)
• Audit Guide Analytical Procedures (product no. 012551kk)
• Practice Aid Auditing Estimates and Other Soft Accounting
Information (product no. 010010kk)
• Accounting Trends & Techniques—2001 (product no.
009893kk)
• Practice Aid Preparing and Reporting on Cash- and Tax-Basis
Financial Statements (product no. 006701kk)
• Practice Aid Considering Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit:
Practical Guidance for Applying SAS No. 82 (product no.
008883kk)




AICPA Practice Aid Audits of Futures Commission Merchants,
Introducing Brokers, and Commodity Pools
The AICPA Practice Aid Audits of Futures Commission Merchants,
Introducing Brokers, and Commodity Pools (product no. 006600kk)
provides practitioners with nonauthoritative practical guidance on
auditing financial statements of FCMs, IBs, and commodity pools.
Organized to complement the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Brokers and Dealers in Securities, this Practice Aid includes
discussions of a commodity industry overview, regulatory consider-
ations, auditing considerations, and accounting standards, in addi-
tion to illustrative financial statements of FCMs and IBs. 
Audit and Accounting Manual
The Audit and Accounting Manual (product no. 005131kk) is a
valuable nonauthoritative practice tool designed to provide assis-
tance for audit, review, and compilation engagements. It contains
numerous practice aids, samples, and illustrations, including audit
programs; auditor’s reports; checklists; engagement letters, man-
agement representation letters, and confirmation letters. 
CD-ROM
The AICPA is currently offering a CD-ROM product titled Resource:
AICPA’s Accounting and Auditing Literature. This CD-ROM enables
subscription access to the following AICPA Professional Literature
products in a Windows format: Professional Standards, Technical
Practice Aids, and Audit and Accounting Guides (available for purchase
as a set that includes all Guides and the related Audit Risk Alerts, or
as individual publications). This dynamic product allows you to pur-
chase the specific titles you need and includes hypertext links to ref-
erences within and between all products. 
Educational Courses
The AICPA has developed a number of continuing professional
education courses that are valuable to CPAs working in public
practice and industry. Those courses include:
• AICPA’s Annual Accounting and Auditing Workshop (product
no. 737061kk (text) and 187078kk (video)). Whether you
are in industry or public practice, this course keeps you
current, informed, and shows you how to apply the most
recent standards.
• SFAS 133: Derivative and Hedge Accounting (product no.
735180kk). This course helps you understand GAAP for
derivatives and hedging activities. Also, you will learn how
to identify effective and ineffective hedges.
• Independence (product no. 739035kk). This interactive
CD-ROM course will review the AICPA authoritative lit-
erature covering independence standards (including the
newly issued SECPS independence requirements), SEC
regulations on independence, and Independence Standards
Board (ISB) standards.
• SEC Reporting (product no. 736745kk). This course will
help the practicing CPA and corporate financial officer
learn to apply SEC reporting requirements. It clarifies the
more important and difficult disclosure requirements.
• Internal Control Implications in a Computer Environment
(product no. 730617kk). This practical course analyzes the
effects of electronic technology on internal controls and pro-
vides a comprehensive examination of selected computer
environments, from traditional mainframes to popular per-
sonal computer set-ups.
• E-Commerce: Controls and Audit (product no. 731550kk).
This course is a comprehensive overview of the world of
e-commerce. Topics covered include internal control eval-
uation and audit procedures necessary for evaluating busi-
ness-to-consumer and business-to-business transactions. 
Online CPE
The AICPA offers an online learning tool, AICPA InfoBytes. An
annual fee ($95 for members and $295 for nonmembers) will offer
unlimited access to over 1,000 hours of online CPE in one- and




The Practitioner’s Update (product no. 738110kk) CD-ROM helps
you keep on top of the latest standards. Issued twice a year, this cut-
ting-edge course focuses primarily on new pronouncements that
will become effective during the upcoming audit cycle.
National Securities Industry Conference
Each year the AICPA cosponsors with the Financial Management
Division of the Securities Industry Association a National Confer-
ence on the Securities Industry that is specifically designed to update
auditors and securities industry financial executives on significant ac-
counting, legal, financial, and tax developments affecting the secu-
rities industry. Information on the conference may be obtained by
calling the AICPA CPE Conference Hotline at (888) 777-7077 or
visiting the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org.
Member Satisfaction Center
To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA activ-
ities, and find help on your membership questions call the AICPA
Member Satisfaction Center at (888) 777-7077.
Hotlines
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
The AICPA Technical Hotline answers members’ inquiries about
accounting, auditing, attestation, compilation, and review services.
Call (888) 777-7077.
Ethics Hotline 
Members of the AICPA’s Professional Ethics Team answer inquiries
concerning independence and other behavioral issues related to the




AICPA Online offers CPAs the unique opportunity to stay abreast
of matters relevant to the CPA profession. AICPA Online informs
you of developments in the accounting and auditing world as well
as developments in congressional and political affairs affecting
CPAs. In addition, AICPA Online offers information about AICPA
products and services, career resources, and online publications.
CPA2Biz.com
This new Web entity is the product of an independently incorpo-
rated joint venture between the AICPA and state societies. It cur-
rently offers a broad array of traditional and new products, services,
communities, and capabilities so CPAs can better serve their clients
and employers. Because it functions as a gateway to various profes-
sional and commercial online resources, cpa2biz.com is considered
a Web “portal.”
Some features cpa2biz provides or will provide include:
• Online access to AICPA products including Audit and Ac-
counting Guides and Audit Risk Alerts
• News feeds each user can customize
• CPA “communities”
• Online CPE
• Web site development and hosting
• Electronic procurement tools to buy goods and services
online
• Electronic recruitment tools to attract potential employees
online
• Links to a wider variety of professional literature
• Advanced professional research tools
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Other Helpful Web Sites
Further information on matters addressed in this Audit Risk Alert
is available through various publications and services offered by a
number of organizations. Some of those organizations are listed in
the “Information Sources” table at the end of this Alert.
This Audit Risk Alert replaces Securities Industry Developments—
2000/01. The Securities Industry Developments Audit Risk Alert is
published annually. As you encounter audit or industry issues
that you believe warrant discussion in next year’s Alert, please feel
free to share those with us. Any other comments that you have
about the Alert would also be appreciated. You may e-mail these
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